From: "Michael S. Scaramella, Esq." <Helix-L@gibhenry.com>
Subject: Re: [Hx] macOS compatibility
Date: January 3, 2021 at 10:39:18 PM EST
To: "Helix-L Discussion List" <Helix-L@gibhenry.com>
Reply-To: "Helix-L Discussion List" <Helix-L@gibhenry.com>

Wade,

	You have conflated two issues that should be considered separately. Firstly, the classical bifurcated macOS file format with a data fork and a resource fork is still supported by current versions of macOS. The current extensible system of extended file attributes is a superset of the old bifurcated format. Files stored on contemporary macOS storage volumes, including APFS volumes, may include an unlimited number of extended attributes, some of which are likely to be standard macOS extended attributes. One such standard extended attribute is named “com.apple.ResourceFork” which stores the contents of the old resource fork, and which likely contains multiple resources. Therefore, whether or not a Helix Collection file contains a resource fork or attribute (as all Collection files in Helix version 7 and earlier format do) has nothing to do with whether or not the Collection file can be stored on an APFS volume.

	What should be understood is that storing a Collection file on a storage volume not formatted as HFS, HFS+, or APFS can cause all extended file attributes to be lost. If that includes loss of a com.apple.ResourceFork extended attribute of a Collection file, then that file will be useless because the portion of the file that defines the data structure has been lost. There is an exception to this, which I recommend not relying upon. If a file is saved by macOS on a volume recognized as not native to macOS then the apple-double format should be used. This format splits the single macOS file into two separate files. One file is visible and contains the data portion of the file which was previously known as the data fork. The second file is invisible, and contains the extended attributes as the contents of an ordinary data file. The two apple-double format files must be kept together and synchronized to prevent loss of information about the file or other problems. This is why it is risky to store any Collection file on a disk image created by VMware Fusion or Parallels.

	Secondly, regarding the compatibility of Helix with APFS volumes, below is a copy of a relevant message that I previously posted on November 18, 2019 at 8:42:46 PM EST:

Apple has stated: “Using File Manager APIs on volumes formatted with APFS is strongly discouraged.” This “red box” warning which now provides some particularity strongly suggests that storing Helix files on APFS volumes is imprudent unless and until Helix applications use only contemporary high-level file management APIs. Since the Helix 8 beta test program is now public, we know that Collection file structure has been moved from the resource fork extended attribute to the data fork. This is obviously a step in the right direction, yet does not intrinsically address the file management APIs. Until we know that Helix is fully compatible with APFS, using HFS+ storage volumes seems recommendable.

	When I posted that message I was overly optimistic about the step being in the right direction. It was undeniably time to stop relying upon the legacy com.apple.ResourceFork extended attribute to store data structure information. Unfortunately, in the Helix 8 file format that structure information was moved to within the data portion of the Collection file. That caused complete loss of the utility of the former resource fork, the resources of which are no longer editable. For many years I advocated moving to a Collection file package format, which would have given Helix-based applications a format very similar to a traditional macOS application. Applications for macOS appear to be files, but are actually folders (directories) that contain folders and files. A file package is similar. It appears to be a file, but is actually a folder that contains folders and files. This is the format that Apple recommends for storage of things as complex as Helix Collection files. This would have given us much more utility than the old resource fork while maintaining compatibility with all data storage formats, including those used by other operating systems, none of which support extended file attributes. It is currently difficult to know whether the Helix 8 file format was a net step forward or backward.

	I hope that this helps to answer your question. A definitive answer will have to await information from QSA ToolWorks about the file management APIs being used.

	Regards,

	Michael


On Jan 3, 2021, at 8:47 PM, Wade Brezina <Helix-L@gibhenry.com> wrote:

Does anyone know if the current version of Mojave reliably supports Helix Resource forks on APFS volumes?

Perhaps the initial problems where copies of Helix Databases became irrecoverable on APFS volumes was actually a Helix issue and not an APFS problem?

I know this was a real issue.  I do not know if it has ever been resolved. Doesn't seem to be any talk of it any more but have no idea if people are just not using APFS for Helix database serving or if the problem has been fixed?  If anyone can point me to a definitive answer I would certainly appreciate it.  Is there a particular build of Helix that has resolved the  issue? Is there a particular OS version that has resolved the issue?  Is any version of APFS safe to use with a helix file that has a resource fork?

Thanks,

Wade
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From: "Wade Brezina" <Helix-L@gibhenry.com>
Subject: Re: [Hx] macOS compatibility
Date: January 3, 2021 at 11:15:02 PM EST
To: "Helix-L Discussion List" <Helix-L@gibhenry.com>
Reply-To: "Helix-L Discussion List" <Helix-L@gibhenry.com>

Michael,

Have read your message twice and it appears to me that the bottom line of what you are saying is effectively that it would be imprudent to put a production Helix collection on an APFS volume.  Seems to me that real world experience bears this out and I am not willing to take the risk of running Helix on an APFS volume.  I thought this issue may have been fixed as it is not discussed any more and apparently people are assuming the risk.

Truly I do not understand the subtle differences between the file manager APIs and the underlying file systems.  Have backed up helix collections for years on file systems that don't support resource forks.  I do understand that and package the files into a zip or gzip container before moving them to the foreign file system.

AFAIK, with Mojave it is impossible to have an internal SSD formatted as HFS+.  Is it possible to have an external SSD formatted as HFS+?

Seems to me that the only prudent way to run Helix (Server, Engine, or RADE) would be for the collection file to be on an HFS+ volume and therefore it would have to be a spinning disk if it is internal and perhaps it can be done with an external SSD?  If I knew that Apple was not going to silently try to reformat the external SSD as it does with the internal ones I could put the Helix collections on an external SSD.  I will not put a production helix collection of the scale I work at on a HDD.  The performance hit would be unacceptable.

Thanks for your detailed response and please correct me if I have drawn the wrong conclusions from what you wrote. 

Wade



On Jan 3, 2021, at 9:39 PM, Michael S. Scaramella, Esq. <Helix-L@gibhenry.com> wrote:

Wade,

	You have conflated two issues that should be considered separately. Firstly, the classical bifurcated macOS file format with a data fork and a resource fork is still supported by current versions of macOS. The current extensible system of extended file attributes is a superset of the old bifurcated format. Files stored on contemporary macOS storage volumes, including APFS volumes, may include an unlimited number of extended attributes, some of which are likely to be standard macOS extended attributes. One such standard extended attribute is named “com.apple.ResourceFork” which stores the contents of the old resource fork, and which likely contains multiple resources. Therefore, whether or not a Helix Collection file contains a resource fork or attribute (as all Collection files in Helix version 7 and earlier format do) has nothing to do with whether or not the Collection file can be stored on an APFS volume.

	What should be understood is that storing a Collection file on a storage volume not formatted as HFS, HFS+, or APFS can cause all extended file attributes to be lost. If that includes loss of a com.apple.ResourceFork extended attribute of a Collection file, then that file will be useless because the portion of the file that defines the data structure has been lost. There is an exception to this, which I recommend not relying upon. If a file is saved by macOS on a volume recognized as not native to macOS then the apple-double format should be used. This format splits the single macOS file into two separate files. One file is visible and contains the data portion of the file which was previously known as the data fork. The second file is invisible, and contains the extended attributes as the contents of an ordinary data file. The two apple-double format files must be kept together and synchronized to prevent loss of information about the file or other problems. This is why it is risky to store any Collection file on a disk image created by VMware Fusion or Parallels.

	Secondly, regarding the compatibility of Helix with APFS volumes, below is a copy of a relevant message that I previously posted on November 18, 2019 at 8:42:46 PM EST:

Apple has stated: “Using File Manager APIs on volumes formatted with APFS is strongly discouraged.” This “red box” warning which now provides some particularity strongly suggests that storing Helix files on APFS volumes is imprudent unless and until Helix applications use only contemporary high-level file management APIs. Since the Helix 8 beta test program is now public, we know that Collection file structure has been moved from the resource fork extended attribute to the data fork. This is obviously a step in the right direction, yet does not intrinsically address the file management APIs. Until we know that Helix is fully compatible with APFS, using HFS+ storage volumes seems recommendable.

	When I posted that message I was overly optimistic about the step being in the right direction. It was undeniably time to stop relying upon the legacy com.apple.ResourceFork extended attribute to store data structure information. Unfortunately, in the Helix 8 file format that structure information was moved to within the data portion of the Collection file. That caused complete loss of the utility of the former resource fork, the resources of which are no longer editable. For many years I advocated moving to a Collection file package format, which would have given Helix-based applications a format very similar to a traditional macOS application. Applications for macOS appear to be files, but are actually folders (directories) that contain folders and files. A file package is similar. It appears to be a file, but is actually a folder that contains folders and files. This is the format that Apple recommends for storage of things as complex as Helix Collection files. This would have given us much more utility than the old resource fork while maintaining compatibility with all data storage formats, including those used by other operating systems, none of which support extended file attributes. It is currently difficult to know whether the Helix 8 file format was a net step forward or backward.

	I hope that this helps to answer your question. A definitive answer will have to await information from QSA ToolWorks about the file management APIs being used.

	Regards,

	Michael


On Jan 3, 2021, at 8:47 PM, Wade Brezina <Helix-L@gibhenry.com> wrote:

Does anyone know if the current version of Mojave reliably supports Helix Resource forks on APFS volumes?

Perhaps the initial problems where copies of Helix Databases became irrecoverable on APFS volumes was actually a Helix issue and not an APFS problem?

I know this was a real issue.  I do not know if it has ever been resolved. Doesn't seem to be any talk of it any more but have no idea if people are just not using APFS for Helix database serving or if the problem has been fixed?  If anyone can point me to a definitive answer I would certainly appreciate it.  Is there a particular build of Helix that has resolved the  issue? Is there a particular OS version that has resolved the issue?  Is any version of APFS safe to use with a helix file that has a resource fork?

Thanks,

Wade
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From: "Michael S. Scaramella, Esq." <Helix-L@gibhenry.com>
Subject: Re: [Hx] macOS compatibility
Date: January 4, 2021 at 3:43:33 PM EST
To: "Helix-L Discussion List" <Helix-L@gibhenry.com>
Reply-To: "Helix-L Discussion List" <Helix-L@gibhenry.com>

Wade,

	The only salient formatting constraints are that contemporary macOS system volumes must use APFS, and APFS containers cannot contain HFS+ storage volumes. I mostly use a MacBook Pro which has one terabyte of solid-state internal storage. It is formatted with two partitions. The first partition is 995.24 GB in size and stores one APFS container with three storage volumes: an unencrypted system volume which has been updated to macOS Catalina, its automatically created companion “data” volume, and an encrypted main storage volume that mostly contains the non-administrative macOS User folders. The second partition is 4.51 GB in size and is formatted using HFS+. I use that HFS+ volume to store all Helix Collection files. Two virtual machines created by VMware Fusion running macOS High Sierra and Mojave access the Collection files via standard macOS file sharing using Bonjour which eliminates DNS issues. This works well.

	In summary, you can store Helix Collection files on internal or external storage, regardless of whether the storage is solid-state. I recommend using HFS+ volumes to sidestep Apple’s warning about applications that use long deprecated file management APIs. Formatting solid-state storage as HFS+ volumes causes substantially more wear than using APFS, but that seems justified when storing Helix Collection files that contain important data. Storage devices or partitions formatted as HFS+ volumes will not be automatically converted to APFS format by Apple unless the volume contains a version of macOS that requires APFS.

	I hope that this has filled in some of the gaps left by my previously posted message.

	Michael

On Jan 3, 2021, at 11:15 PM, Wade Brezina <Helix-L@gibhenry.com> wrote:

AFAIK, with Mojave it is impossible to have an internal SSD formatted as HFS+.  Is it possible to have an external SSD formatted as HFS+?

Seems to me that the only prudent way to run Helix (Server, Engine, or RADE) would be for the collection file to be on an HFS+ volume and therefore it would have to be a spinning disk if it is internal and perhaps it can be done with an external SSD?  If I knew that Apple was not going to silently try to reformat the external SSD as it does with the internal ones I could put the Helix collections on an external SSD.  I will not put a production helix collection of the scale I work at on a HDD.  The performance hit would be unacceptable.

Thanks for your detailed response and please correct me if I have drawn the wrong conclusions from what you wrote.
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